Just spray and stick.
It's that easy for a professional looking corner.
AquaBead® is a revolutionary new drywall corner bead that's easier to cut and apply than traditional corner beads. Just spray on water and press — it's that easy.

Quick and easy
• Just spray on water, wait a few seconds and then press — no messy compound, nails or spray adhesive required
• Superior Bond – Water-activated adhesive creates an exceptional bond to drywall paper surface
• Can be coated in 30 minutes for quicker finishing
• Paper-plastic-paper design withstands impacts to prevent dents and cracks
• Plastic core is easy to cut without any sharp edges or bent corners

AquaBead® exclusive features
- Water activated adhesive
- Simple to apply
- Superior bonding
- No nails, compound or spray glue required
- Easy to cut
- Won’t rust or crack
- Lightweight for easy handling
- Impact resistant

NO-COAT Flexible Corners

• Memory-free hinge flexes to any inside or outside corner angle and allows instant application
• Formulated surface paper accepts any finish and resists abrasion
• Applied with joint compound

Look for NO-COAT Flexible Corners for any corner. Perfect for off-angles, tray ceilings and bay windows.
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**AquaBead® Faster, stronger, easier.**

AquaBead® is a revolutionary new corner bead that’s easier to cut and apply than traditional corner beads. Just spray on water and press — it’s that easy.

AquaBead Outside 90° has a specially engineered beaded nose to create the perfect corner. AquaBead TRIM Outside 90° has a beadless nose for quick, durable corners. AquaBead Bullnose allows you to create a more stylish professional looking corner. AquaBead L-Trim offers quick and clean finishing of exposed drywall edges and reveals.

**AquaBead® installs as easy as spray, stick, done.**

1. Using a spray bottle or pump sprayer, completely wet the adhesive side of the AquaBead® with clean, ordinary tap water. The warmer the water, the faster the activation.
2. After applying water, allow 20 – 30 seconds for the adhesive to become sticky. Place the wet, adhesive side of the AquaBead on the wall corner, aligning it tightly to the ceiling.
3. Press the AquaBead® firmly by hand or with a roller, making sure the flanges contact the drywall surface completely.

**Tips and tricks**

- Do not use a sponge as it will wipe away the adhesive.
- Add a bit of food coloring to the water to make it easier to see where you have sprayed.
- Save time by using a miter saw to cut multiple pieces of AquaBead to the same length.
- Create a guide with a pencil or chalk line to get straight corners, especially on bulkheads and long runs.

**Perforations allow compound to adhere to the drywall surface.**

**Water-activated adhesive provides a superior bond directly to drywall.**

**Specially engineered nose does not require coating.**

**Just fill the outside edges with joint compound to create the perfect corner.**